Does India need a William Osler for the millennium?

Terence J. Ryan

I have been reflecting on the editorial ‘Medical Research and Education: Lessons from Osler’.

I am curator of 13 Norham Gardens, Oxford, the home of Sir William Osler when he was Regius Professor of Medicine in Oxford during 1905–1919. I have recently produced a DVD for the University of the Welsh National School of Medicine and in preparing this noted, that as their Principal Advisor on the proposed developments, Osler hoped that that new University would link to its hospitals.

I am an Emeritus Professor of Dermatology at Oxford University and I am envious that the Department of Dermatology in the Hospital of Cardiff, the capital of Wales, issues around 500 certificates each year to a wide range of in-house and outreach students qualifying in skin care in one form or another that links education and research to a global influence just as Osler would have wished, even though it is primarily awarding skills in diagnosis.

A student should be a citizen of the world, the allegiance of whose soul, at any rate, is too precious to be restricted to any one country. The great minds, the great works transcend all limitations of time, of language, and of race, and the scholar can never feel initiated into the company of the elect until he can approach all of life’s problems from the cosmopolitan viewpoint. I care not in what subject he may work, the full knowledge cannot be reached without drawing on supplies from other lands.

The complexity and equity of universal coverage by modern medicine is driven by the middle class and huge developments remain unavailable to the poor. It requires Oslerian wisdom to effect change. Today the patient in the developed world can obtain personal records of disease, seek help from the internet and interact amongst themselves and with ‘junk’, especially by courtesy of the influence of environmental factors. It is these latter that now take us to the villages, but sadly the villagers are increasingly moving to city hospitals taking with them common diseases that overwhelm the services and leave little time for research. I have been involved in prioritizing the teaching in health centres predominantly about the commonest diseases in Mali, Africa, where the traditional health practitioner is first on call and the health centre is sadly second on call and its influence insufficient. India has a much better first-on-call system found in Ayurveda, Unani and Siddha. The Institute of Applied Dermatology led by Narahari in Kerala has given me the opportunity to chose diseases that are best served by integration and to experience good effects that would have delighted Osler, who in the year of his death was much more tolerant of other systems than is clinical science.

Twin berries on one stem, grievous damage has been done to both in regarding the humanities and science in any other light than complemental.

Osler was fascinated by the history of medicine and gave himself a library that was unsurpassed in its insight into the history of medical practice. This went to his alma mater in Montreal. In a smaller way he looked at Oriental medicine and recognizing physical signs seemed helpful in rural dermatology.
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underlying skin failure provide a more informative field of study.

I have named the room in which Osler sat and hid his latest purchases from his wife, who considered he had too many books as ‘Public health before and after Osler’. It includes a library on the history of leprosy, supporting the ILA and WHO website (www.history of leprosy.org). It also, for the education of our medical students, has a significant library on alternative and complementary medicine. Recently, several days were spent on cataloguing by the Bodleian Library. Fifty previously unrecorded books were added on the first day, thereby introducing to a university famous for its research, a new perspective which like the history of medicine would have Osler’s approval. Osler is often described as a therapeutic nihilist using only about three drugs – digitalis, morphine and aspirin – of herbal origin. That is a very different scenario to the world in which we now practice delivering a huge number of effective and dangerous remedies; only a few of herbal origin. These are presented at the kind of conferences as described in the editorial. Compared to reading a book, the value of these conferences as a medium of education is questionable, and it would be wonderful to hear what Osler would have said about the attendance and carrier bags swollen by samples, characteristic of such events.

Osler had the epidemics of syphilis and tuberculosis whereas we have HIV/AIDS. He had to think about diabetic coma in the lean for whom insulin was unknown, rather than foot ulcers and amputation in an obesity epidemic in which insulin resistance is common.

Those who write about obesity as something new will find only its sheer numbers are contemporary. India with its population in excess of a billion has a very large middle class seated at the computers almost from the womb until the tomb, which does not read anything in medicine that is over five years, but could read with benefit the more than 2000 years of writings of Osler.

Corpulence, an excessive development of the bodily fat – ‘an oily dropsy in the words of Lord Byron (1888–1824, English romantic poet) – is a condition for which we are consulted in three groups of cases. First, there are persons of both sexes who have an hereditary tendency to obesity. Secondly, there is an increasing number of cases of obesity in children, particularly in the United States, associated with bad habits in eating, and carelessness and lack of control of the parents. Thirdly and most frequently, we are consulted by women at the middle period of life, who are troubled with an over-growth of fat. Too much food and too little exercise are largely responsible in about one half of cases, but in the hereditary ones these factors do not prevail, and this is a point to be borne in mind very carefully in the question of treatment.

The questions raised about the current state of Indian medicine, of which I have some experience would have been answered by Osler: ‘To you the silent workers of the ranks, in villages and country districts, in the slums of our large cities, in the mining camps and factory towns, in the homes of the rich, and in the hospitals of the poor, to you is given the harder task of illustrating with your lives the Hippocratic standards of learning, of sagacity, of humanity and of probity.’

The editorial describes medical students in India as having little feeling for the importance of research. He might be surprised to sit in a class of Oxford’s medical students, to find how many are of Asian origin and how many write brilliantly on science and its research when given a month of special study to produce an innovative poster at the beginning of their clinical training. Their elective often take them to India, where we suggest in comparison to Oxford they will see the real world. A few have been introduced by me to, for them new diseases, leprosy or lymphatic filariasis. I told them too of Osler while in Oxford, but prefer them to introduce themselves to the silent and unseen, access for the disabled and universal coverage, to listen to Ayurveda, Siddha or Unani, but taking with them their thoughts on evidence-based medicine, randomized controlled trials, genetics and molecular medicine. They should read the 2012 Harveian Oration in which Michael Rawlins, having dwelled on the benefits of evidence, says that the technique has important limitations of which four are particularly troublesome – the null hypothesis, probability, generalizability, and resource generalizability. In other words, to be like Osler and addres complexity. Today, I wonder whether medical students in India should give equal priority to medical research: not as I suspect into the kind the editorial asks for, viz. molecular biology and genetics, but to sanitation, housing, equity, vulnerability, the patient’s voice, reduction in smoking, alcohol, and improvement in home gardens for health; all through collaboration with others who influence health, ranging from nurses to farmers or builders of sewers.

In the UK we read much about India’s financial successes, and about an excess of billionaires, as well as the opinion of Green Peace on how wisdom may be lacking. One can only hope that one day there will be the gift of sanitation financed by the wealthy. It should happen faster, but in parallel to the linking of science with the practice of medicine. Two more quotes from Osler, born in Canada, practicing in USA and the UK, and familiar with the wisdom of Asia, will suffice.

Sixty years of sanitary reform have swept away typhus and cholera and have restricted yellow fever to a few areas; we have learned how to fight tuberculosis and diphtheria, and in a hundred other ways the prevalence of the infectious disorders has been lessened. One demonstration stands out in clear relief above all others – with a clean soil and pure water typhoid fever disappears.

‘Many of the State Boards of Health need a more efficient organization; all need a larger appropriation. A bureau of public health should form an integral department of each State government, with which civic, county, township, town, and village boards should be in close organic affiliation. The salaries of the health officers should be changed from the beggarly pittance, almost the rule, to sums which would warrant a demand on the part of the public that such officials should have modern training in sanitary science.’

I conclude with an appeal that the science Balaram wants to infiltrate into the medical school and hospitals should include sanitation and the focus on patients should be coupled with a clean soil.
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